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gloomily, that he wasn't simply another Edgar or Park.
But he admitted once again that it was decent of them
to take an interest in him, even if they missed the great
fact about him—namely, that he was entirely different
from Edgar or Park or anybody else they knew. The
innermost self of Turgis was always being surprised and
hurt by the general ignorance of this simple fact. Having
reached his little room, he now did what he had done
many hundreds of times before; he examined his face
carefully in the tiny cracked mirror to see if there were
any signs of this difference written there; and once again
he came to the conclusion that there were, only you had
to look closely and sympathetically at him, not just give
a hard stare and then march off, to notice them.
For once, the little gas-fire did not explode when the
match came near and then wheezily complain. It gave
only a soft pop and then merely murmured. Its master
knew that that meant that the meter demanded another
shilling, and as he had not got a shilling and was too lazy
to return to the back room for possible change, he let
it murmur and sink, until its flames were like tiny blue
flowers. Then he did something he had not done hun-
dreds of times before. He began brushing his clothes.
Mr. Smeeth had already noticed, as we saw, that Turgis
had smartened himself up. We are now behind the
scenes of this smartening. It had occurred to Turgis that
his next meeting with Lena Golspie, if there ever was
one, might easily take place in the office, like the first
meeting, and then he realised at once that he would have
to take some trouble with his appearance during the day.
He went to the length of spending one-and-threepence
on a clothes-brush of his own. A day or two late*, he
went to the further length of buying a few collars, very

